CATEYE SAFETY LIGHTS

**SYNC KINETIC**
- Li-poly (CHARGE TIME: 2.5hr)
  - HIGH: 1 hr
  - LOW: 1 hr
  - FLASHING: 20 hr
  - GROUP RIDE: 10 hr
- DAYTIME HYPERFLASH: 30 hr
- Clip-on light
- Rubber strap bike mount included (fits ø22-32mm)

**RAPID X2 KINETIC**
- Li-poly (CHARGE TIME: 2hr)
  - RAPID: 16 hr
  - FLASHING: 30 hr
  - GROUP RIDE: 16 hr
- Constant: 5 hr
- Rubber band mount (fits ø12.0-32.0mm)

**RAPID X3**
- Li-ion (CHARGE TIME: 3 hr)
  - RAPID: 16 hr
  - GROUP RIDE: 16 hr
- DAYTIME HYPERFLASH: 8 hr
  - FLASHING: 30 hr
  - HIGH: 1 hr
  - LOW: 5 hr
- Rubber band mount (fits ø12.0-32.0mm)

**RAPID X2**
- Li-poly (CHARGE TIME: 2hr)
  - RAPID: 16 hr
  - PULSE: 16 hr
  - VIBRATION: 8 hr
  - FLASHING: 30 hr
  - HIGH: 1 hr
  - LOW: 5 hr
- Rubber band mount (fits ø12.0-32.0mm)

**RAPID X**
- Li-poly (CHARGE TIME: 2hr)
  - RAPID: 16 hr
  - GROUP RIDE: 16 hr
- DAYTIME HYPERFLASH: 8 hr
  - FLASHING: 30 hr
  - HIGH: 1 hr
  - LOW: 5 hr
- Rubber band mount (fits ø12.0-32.0mm)

**SYNC WEARABLE**
- Li-poly (CHARGE TIME: 2.5 hr)
  - HIGH: 1 hr
  - LOW: 1 hr
  - FLASHING: 6 hr
  - RAPID: 16 hr
  - GROUP RIDE: 12 hr
- DAYTIME HYPERFLASH: 25 hr
- Clip-on light
- Rubber strap bike mount included (fits ø22-32mm)

**WEARABLE X**
- Li-poly (CHARGE TIME: 2 hr)
  - RAPID: 16 hr
  - GROUP RIDE: 10 hr
  - DAYTIME HYPERFLASH: 13 hr
  - HIGH: 1 hr
  - LOW: 10 hr
  - FLASHING: 30 hr
- Clip-on light
- Rubber strap bike mount included (fits ø22-32mm)

**WEARABLE mini**
- CR2032 x1
  - CONSTANT: 60 hr
  - SLOW FLASHING: 550 hr
  - RAPID FLASHING: 140 hr
- Clip-on light
- Rubber band bike and helmet mounts included

**RAPID mini**
- Li-ion (CHARGE TIME: 2 hr)
  - RAPID: 5 hr
  - GROUP RIDE: 3 hr
  - FLASHING: 30 hr
  - CONSTANT: 3 hr
- Fits ø21.5-32mm
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VOLT400 DUPLEX

- Li-ion (CHARGE TIME: 4-6hr)
- [FRONT]
  - HIGH: 3hr
  - MIDDLE: 10hr
  - LOW: 15hr
  - DAYTIME
  - HYPERCONSTANT: 9hr
  - FLASHING: 150hr
- Helmet mount included

- [REAR]
  - CONSTANT: 35hr
  - FLASHING: 300hr
  - *5hr via the optional fast charging cradle

DUPLEX

- LR3/AAA×2
- [FRONT/REAR]
  - FLASHING/FLASHING: 100hr
  - CONSTANT/FLASHING: 100hr
- Rubber strap mount

REFLEX AUTO

- LR3/AAA×2
- [FRONT]
  - FLASHING/FLASHING: 100hr
  - CONSTANT/FLASHING: 100hr
- [REAR]
  - RAPID: 60hr
  - CONSTANT: 35hr
  - FLASHING: 120hr
  - PULSE: 30hr

OMNI 5

- LR3/AAA×2
- [FRONT]
  - RAPID: 40hr
  - FLASHING: 120hr
  - CONSTANT: 30hr
- [REAR]
  - RAPID: 120hr
  - FLASHING: 30hr
  - CONSTANT: 30hr

OMNI 3

- LR3/AAA×2
- [FRONT]
  - RAPID: 50hr
  - FLASHING: 150hr
  - CONSTANT: 50hr
- [REAR]
  - RAPID: 200hr
  - FLASHING: 150hr
  - CONSTANT: 100hr

ORB RECHARGEABLE

SL-LD160RC

- Li-poly (CHARGE TIME: 3.5hr)
- [FRONT]
  - CONSTANT: 2.5hr
  - RAPID FLASHING: 5.5hr
  - SLOW FLASHING: 6hr
  - SLO MO: ø22-32mm
- [REAR]
  - CONSTANT: 1.5hr
  - RAPID FLASHING: 3.5hr
  - SLOW FLASHING: 4hr
  - SLO MO: ø22-32mm

ORB

SL-LD160

- CR2032×2
- CONSTANT: 50hr
- RAPID FLASHING: 100hr
- SLOW FLASHING: 100hr

ORB BAREND

SL-LD160-R-BE

- CR2032×2
- CONSTANT: 50hr
- RAPID FLASHING: 100hr
- SLOW FLASHING: 100hr

ORBIT 2

- CR2032×2
- FLASHING: 80hr
- CONSTANT: 30hr
- Attaches to spokes
- Wheel size: 24 - 29 inch
- Round spokes: ø115, ø135, ø165
- Aero spoke: Width 2 mm - 3.5 mm
- Spoke count: 28 or 32
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